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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 1

DOCKET / REPORT NO. 50-352/92-12
50-353/92 12

LICENSE NOS. NPF-39
NPF-83

LICENSEE: Philadelphia Electric Company
Limerick Generating Station
F. O. Ilox 195
Wayne, PA 19087-0195

FACILITY NAME- Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and 2

DATES: March 30 May 19,1992

INSPECTORS: F. P. Bonnett, Senior Operations Engineer
J. S. Stewart, Operations Engineer

o_/dd7xALEAD INSPECTOR: _j
F. Pa#Bonnett, Sr. Operations EnginechDate

vC ' % I #j dkAPPROVED IW:
.Richarfj. Conte, Chief, llWR Section Date

Operations Branch, DRS

Insnection 511mmary: In.ssclion on AlarchJ to May 14.199.2 (Report Ncs. 50-352/92-12
and '50-353/92-l?,.)

Areas inspected: A routire, unannounced safety inspection was conducted of the fuel
handling activities iiwolving the Senior Rea: tor Operator Licenses Limited to Fuel Handling

-(LSRO). The objective was to ensure that the LSROs conducted activities in a safe manner ,

and in accordance with regulatory requirements and licensee approved procedures.
,

Resuks: The overall assessment of the inspection was that the refueling activities involving
- the LSROs were conducted'in accordance with regulatory requirements and in accordance
with approved and adequate plant procedures. The refueling operations were deliberatelyi

| controlled and conducted in a safe and conservative manner. Each fuel movement was
t
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concise, and professional. The refuel personnel were professional, attentive, and understood |

the safety significance of the refueling activities. =j
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DETAILS

1.0 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Philadelphia Electric Company

*W.11arnshaw, Technical Wnitoring Superentendant/LQD
*P. llerry, Fnel llandling Director
*V. Cwietniewicz, Training Superentendant
*J. Doering, Plant hianager
*L. Ilopkins, Operations Superentendant
*R. Lesnefsky, QV Superentendent LQD/NQA

~

*G. hiadsen, Regulatory Engineer
J. Orlando, Foreman, Reac:or Services .

W. Texter, Superintendent Reactor Services

1.2 NRC Personnel

*F. P. Bonnett, Senior Operations Engineer
J. S. Stewart, Operations Engineer
T. Kenny, Senior Resident inspector
L. Scholl, Resident inspector

The inspectors also contacted various senior reactor operators, reactor operators,
senior reactor operators limited to fuel handling and members of the technical staff,

during the course of this inspection.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview on hiay 29, 1992.
-

2.0 PURPOSE OF INSPECTION /IlACKGItOUND

The purpose of the safety inspection was to observe fuel handling activities involving
the Senior Reactor Operator Licenses Limited to Fuel Handling (LSRO). The
objective was to ensure that the LSROs conducted activities in a safe manner and in
accordance with regulatory requirements and licensee approved procedures.

This insIrction is a follow-up to events that occurred during the Peach Bottom Unit 2
'

refueling outage in February 1991. Brietly, a significantly revised and streamlined+

process for performing, verifying, and documenting fuel movement was used for the
first time during the Unit 2 outage. For example, Nuclear hiaintenance Division'

(Nh1D) performed and supervised fuel movement. This process appeared to be
effectively implemented during core offload. However, several errors were made

,

during core reload operations which raised concerns regarding the effectiveness of the
licensee's procedures, communications, and operators' attention to detail. It appeared
that the procedures to control fuel movement did not contain adequate instructions to
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ensure consistent and effective communications between the ISRO, the Refueling
Platform Operator (RpO), and the Reactor Operator (RO).

A follow-up inspection was conducted during the Peach llottom Unit 3 refueling
outage in October 1991. Many of the procedural problems noted during the Unit 2
outage had been corrected and operator performance was improved. This inspection
was to con 0rm that the LSRO performance remained of high quality.

3.0 SUMMAltY OF PLANT ACTIYlTIFS

During this inspection, Limerick Unit 2 was operating at 100% reactor power and
Unit I was in its fourth refueling outage. A complete fuel of00ad was performed.

-

Following of00ad, control rod blades were both exchanged and shuffled, local power
range monitors were replaced, a vessel in-service inspection was performed, and the
fuel was reloaded into the core. The inspector observed selected portions of core
of00ad and reviewed documentation of core of00ad, servicing activities, and core
reload, it is noteworthy that the licensee also performed a Quality Assurance audit of

4fuel handling activines.

4.0 PROCEDURE ItEVIEW

The inspector reviewed the procedmes that govern the activities on the refueling
bridge and administratively set forth the duties and responsibilities of the LSRO, to
ascertain that they are adequate and in accordance with regulatory requirements.

The inspector observed that the proper procedures with the correct revision were
available to the LSRO on the Refueling Ilridge Copies of the Core Component
Transfer Authorization Sheet (CCTAS),- one for the LSRO and one for the RPO, were -

maintained in secure binders on the bridge. A third copy was maintained by the RO
in the control room. Technical specifications were reviewed and refueling procedures - -

were determined to be in accordance with Technical Specifications. The inspectors
4

concludeu that the procedures were administratively adequate, for the activi'.les being
conducted.
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5.0 REFUEL.ING ACTIVITY OllSEltVATIONS +

t

The inspector observed refueling activities on the refuel bridge to determine whether'

these activities were conducted in accordance with Technical Specincations and

approved plant procedures. The observation concentrated on movement of fuel ;

bundles between the reactor and spent fuel pool. Additloaally, inspection of control
rcom activities during fuel movement was conducted, plant prerequisites for fuel
movement, such as one train of available low pressure ECCS available, at ! cast two .

'

operable source range monitors being monitored, and adequate communications
between the refuel bridge and the control room were verined to have been met. |

Two minor problems weie identified during the observations. The first involved a
change in the sequence for removing a specine fuel bundle to allow contractor
personnel access to the selected fuel bundle. When the sequence for removing the
bundle was changed, the spent fuel pool location was not verified to be available
(contained a double blade guide that would have been removed in the normal
sequence). Shift supervision was contacted and the bundle was placed in an alternate
available location. Iteactor engineering corrected the FH-605, CCTAS, the fcilowing
day,

f

in the second instance, on the refuel bridge, with a bundle partially removed from the ,

core, a Rod Drive Control System (RDCS) trip caused the refuel bridge to be
unmnvable. The 1,SRO properly alerted refuel Door and control room personnel of
the problem and took action to limit the number of unnecessary personnel on the
refuel floor so dat personnel exposures would be minimized in event of any additional
malfunctions. Following reset of the RDCS, normal activities were resumed. Both of
these occuriences are considered minor with respect to safety.

The facility conducted the refuel activities in acco^nce with approved plant
;

procedures. The refueling operations were delib..a ,y controlled and conducted in a
safe and canservative manner. Each fuel movemen, was double verified and
communications between the refuel bridge and control room were clear, concise, and
professional. The refuel personnel were professional, attentive, and understood the
safety significance of the refuel activities.

6.0 EXIT MEETING

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in section 1.0) at the
conclusion of the inspection on May 29,1992. The inspector summarized the scope
and Gndings of the inspection.-
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